
Ramp Viewer Experience 
for Broadcast Media 

Ramp video solutions help leading Broadcast Media companies deliver the 
best viewer experiences, with the best video monetization tools, at the 
lowest total cost of ownership.  

Two of the core challenges facing broadcast media companies today are driving viewers to 

their on-demand video assets and ensuring high levels of engagement with that video.  Longer 

time on site and more stream starts increase the opportunities to deliver targeted advertising 

to these viewers – which means more opportunity for revenue for your organization.  

Ramp helps you create these viewer experiences that drive more advertising dollars to your 

bottom line.  Our unique platform includes award-wining technology for video management, 

search, and interactive playback that, when combined with Ramp’s robust integration framework, 

enables you to deliver a truly differentiated viewer experience.  

Ramp is the only platform for online video that offers:
• Best viewer experience - Engage viewers more effectively with your video, resulting in

more time spent with your video and on your site

• Best tools to monetize your video - Create new and additional advertising opportunities &
drive more revenue

• Best in class video search - Ensure videos – and the content within them – can be discovered
and found by users via major search engines such as Google or Bing, social sites, as well
as within your web sitev

• Complete video platform - One place for managing & delivering all of your video content
across all channels

• Unmatched customer service - Experience a true partnership with a company who is invested
in your success, not just another vendor relationship

Ramp’s unique Viewer Experience framwork leverages time-coded metadata to power rich video 
search and interactive video playback experiences to surface related information like charts, 
statistics, and related content within the timeline of the video. This ensures that users have the 
most comprehensive access to relevant content as possible within a highly interactive and 
engaging experience.
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Golf Channel
As with many broadcast channels, the 
Golf Channel wants to leverage its video 
content to offer additional opportunities 
for viewers to engage online.  However they 
continuously struggled with the best way to 
increase page views and drive stream starts 
on their site.  

Golf Channel selected Ramp’s 
automatic transcript & metadata 
creation, search & topics, and player 
framework solutions to address these 
challenges.  

Goals 
• Drive more page views to topics from

broadcasts 
• Deliver relevant, trending topics based

on competitive analysis and volume of
new content

• Drive video engagement

Results 
• Using Ramp’s automatically generated 

Topics pages, and driving users to 
these pages via broadcast cues, Golf 
Channel was able to increase page 
views by 454% in one year. 

• “Hot Topics”, which are mapped to the
demand across the web for Golf-related 
information. This analysis is based on
content trends across the web at large
and competitive sites to ensure Golf
Channel is automatically matching their
supply of content with the demand for
that content.

• Video stream starts increased by 21%, 
attributed to the lead-forward features 
of the Ramp player framework, which is 
integrated with thePlatform’s video 
player, and includes jump-to navigation 
and search within the video.
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Enterprise video made easy
Ramp provides the next-generation of video experiences for companies across 
a wide range of industries, from media & entertainment, to financial services, 
pharmaceutical & healthcare, energy, technology, and more.  Our end-to-end, 
cloud-based video content platform delivers a total solution for data-driven 
viewer experiences, with the best ROI of any video solution.  Companies 
benefiting from RAMP’s solutions include Citi, Entercom, EyeforTravel, 
FOXNews, Golf Channel, Meredith, and many more.  Learn more about RAMP 
at www.RAMP.com, LinkedIn, YouTube, or Twitter.  

https://www.ramp.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ramp-holdings-inc
https://twitter.com/RAMPINC
https://www.youtube.com/user/RAMPIncVideo
https://www.facebook.com/RAMPINC

